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Abstract—Semantic web is becoming a controversial issue in
current research era. There must be an automated approach to
transform ontology constructs into relational database so that it
can be queried efficiently. The previous research work based on
transformation of RDF/OWL concepts into relational database
contains flaws in complete transformation of ontology constructs
into relational database. Some researchers claim that their
technique of transformation is entirely automated, however their
approach of mapping is incomplete and miss essential OWL
constructs. This paper presents a tool called OWLMap that is
fully automatic and provides lossless approach for
transformation of ontology into relational database format.
Number of experiments have been performed for ontology to
relational database transformation. Experiments show that
proposed approach is fully automatic, effective and quick. Our
OWLMap is based on an approach that is lossless as well as it
does not loose data, data types and structure.
Keywords—Semantic Web; Ontology; Database; Mapping;
OWL; Jena API

I.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of semantic web is the extension of current
web from human readable form to machine processable form
by adding semantics. By applying structured information in
semantic web, machines are capable to search, process,
integrate and present the information in a meaningful and
intelligent manner. Conventional search engines dissatisfy
users by retrieving inadequate and inconsistent results because
they work on predefined standards, terms that work in
centralized environment. By semantic and ontology users are
able to develop new facts and use their own keywords in
different environment [1]. There are different techniques for
storing ontology. Ontology can be stored in flat files [2]. But
this technique does not provide scalability, query and other
functionalities that database system can provide. Ontology
repositories are used to hold ontology saved by Ontology
management system [3]. But query facility in ontology
management system is not as efficient as in relational database
system. Relational database system has many advantages as
compared to ontology management system like performance,
robustness, maturity, reliability and availability. If ontology is
stored in relational format then it can easily interoperate with
large amount of existing web data. By using SQL, it is easy to
retrieve information provided by ontology. If ontology is
transformed into relational database then it will make semantic
web more useful.

Previous researchers have worked on mapping of
RDF/OWL concepts into relational database. But these
mapping approaches have certain problems like loss of
structure, loss of data and perform only initial mappings i.e.
tables to classes and columns to properties. Most of
transformation tools are semi-automatic and need human
intervention [4].
We attempt to explain these problems and provide a
solution in the form of OWLMap. The structure of this paper
is as follows. In Section 2, previous approaches and their
drawbacks have been provided. Section 3, describes proposed
methodology. In Section 4, explains the implementation of our
approach with the help of case study. Section 5; describe the
important phase of testing. Section 6, concludes the main
points of paper and give some future directions.
II.

RELATED WORK

Reference [5] has purposed an approach for transformation
of OWL to ER and vice versa by using conceptual graphs.
The transformation is performed step by step, where the first
phase is to transform the OWL ontology to ER and second
phase is to transform ER to relational database. Reference [6]
used “Oracle Semantic data storage” approach for
transformation, but most OWL constructs are missing in this
approach. Reference [7] suggested the “Storing ontology
includes fuzzy data types” approach. Reference [8] purposed
“large scale ontology management” approach that covers
some constructs of OWL and transformation tool is not fully
automatic.
Rule based transformation presented by [9] and [10] are
based on “mapping rules”. The short comes of these approach
is that few constructs are missed during transformation. Few
sub-properties and few constructs of OWL ontology are not
considered e.g. property restrictions. OWL2DB algorithm is
another approach to map OWL documents into relational
tables without any human intervention [11]. The
transformation is incomplete and it only saves class instances
in relational format. Reference [12] proposed an approach for
mapping of ontology to relational database. This approach is
tested on ontology selected from product configuration
domain. This approach covers only a few part of OWL DL
syntax. In “Mapping of OWL ontology concepts to RDB
Schemas” approach purposed by [13], authors purposed some
mapping principles and algorithm. The prototype tool has
been added as plug-in for an ontology editor named protégé.
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It lacks some mappings like intersection, class complements,
union, and property relations.
Reference [4] provides the state of the art for tools in the
domain of automatic mapping of ontology into relational
databases and highlights the need of fully automatic tool for
transformation of ontology in to relational database.
Reference [14] purposed that it is required to have
machine learning techniques for semantic mappings.
Reference [15] developed a tool named “OntoRel” for
transformation. The disadvantage of “OntoRel” was that it
only selects few main OWL constructs for transformations.
Reference [16] proposed a hybrid approach for reversible and
lossless transformation. To improve query capabilities of the
thus approach, more research is required.
III.

METHODOLOGY

We have proposed a tool called OWLMap that is fully
automatic in mapping ontology (OWL) to relational database
format. In proposed system for transforming ontology to
relational database format, initially a user will select an
ontology file, and then information will be extracted about
ontology constructs. After extracting this information,
proposed mapping rules (given in section C) will be applied
automatically to ensure lossless transformation.
A. System Architecture
In suggested approach for automatically convert OWL
ontology to relational database format. Fig 1, explains an
approach for transforming ontology to relational database
format. As the figure depicts, initially, select an ontology file,
then information is extracted about ontology constructs using
Jena API. Mapping rules are defined to ensure lossless
transformation. Based on the mapping rules, transformation of
ontological constructs into relational database takes place. The
main focus is to develop a tool from OWL ontology to
relational database that is fully-automatic and can solve
various problems from the previous approaches.

Fig. 1. System Architecture for Ontology Transformation to Relational
Database (OWLMap)

B. Transformations Process for OWL to RDB
An algorithm has been developed to map ontology
constructs into relational database format. Following that
algorithm the transformation process is given below.
1) The given ontology or OWL file is first parsed to get
Classes. Root class, super classes and subclasses are extracted.
2) Next Jena methods are applied to get two types of OWL
properties i.e. object and data type. Data types of properties
and restrictions are extracted as well.
3) Build database connection and transform this
information into relational database format.
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4) Classes and subclasses are transformed into separate
tables and create one-to-one relationship among association
classes according to mapping rules.
5) Then map properties as attributes of tables associated
with corresponding class according to mapping rules.
6) Some properties are transformed into separate tables
like multi-valued properties and properties having subproperties.
7) Create separate metadata tables to store information
about property restrictions.
8) Finally, ontology constructs are transformed into
relational database.

type property. The data type property’s name will become the
name of the column.

C. Mapping Rules
Mapping rules are used to transform ontology to relational
database. This section provides all the mapping rules used in
OWLMap to transform ontology in to a database format.
According to these rules, classes in ontology are transformed
into relational database tables. The object type properties in
selected ontology are transformed into columns or tables
according to their relationship. Ontology data type properties
are also transformed into columns or tables according to their
values (single value or multi value).

Rule 9: Data Type Conversion of Data type properties: We
have converted data types of data type property from XSD to
SQL, because OWL uses XSD data types. TABLE 1, shows
how to convert different data types from XSD to SQL.

1) OWL Classes:
Rule 1: Each OWL Class (Subclasses and association
classes) will be transformed into a table in Relational
database. Class name will become Table name. Table will be
allocated a primary key. A table that relates to subclass is
assigned a primary key a foreign key that reference to its
“Super table” (one to one relationship between tables in
relational database)
2) OWL Properties:
Rule 2: Single valued and functional object type property
will be mapped into a foreign key in the table. The domain of
the object property becomes the table. The range of the object
property becomes another table. The name of the object
property will be the name of foreign key linking two tables
Rule 3: Single valued and inverse of object type property
will be mapped into a foreign key in the table that relates to
range of object property and this key reference to primary key
in the table that corresponds to the class specified as domain
of object property. The name of the inverse object property
will be the name of foreign key.
Rule 4: If Object type properties are multi-valued then
they will be mapped into a separate table and will be assigned
a primary key that’s a combination of two foreign keys. One
foreign key references the primary key of domain table and
other to range table. The name of the object property will be
the name of Table.
Rule 5: If object type properties are further divided into
sub properties then they will be transformed into a table and
their sub properties will be mapped into columns of that table.
The name of the super property will be the name of table by
adding prefix Prop_.
Rule 6: Single–valued data type property will be mapped
into a column in the table that relates to the domain of data

Rule 7: Multi–valued data type property will be mapped
into a table and will be assigned a primary key that is a
combination of corresponding column and the foreign key that
reference to the domain table of data type property. The data
type property’s name will become the name of the Table
Rule 8: If data type properties are further divided into sub
properties then they will be transformed into a table and their
sub properties will be mapped into columns of that table. The
name of the super property will be the name of table by adding
prefix Prop_.

TABLE I.
XSD data Types
Short
Integer
Negative Integer
Nonnegative Integer
Unsigned Int
Integer
Negative Integer
Nonnegative Integer
Unsigned Int
Long
Unsigned Long
Decimal
Float
Double
String
Normalized String
Token
Language
NMTOKEN
Name
NC Name
Time
Date
Datetime
gYearMonth
gMonthDay
gDay
gMonth
Boolean
HexBinary
AnyURI

CONVERSION OF DATA TYPES TO DOL FROM XSD
SQL Data Types
SMALLINT
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
DECIMAL
FLOAT
DOUBLE PRECISION
CHARACTER VARYING
CHARACTER VARYING
CHARACTER VARYING
CHARACTER VARYING
CHARACTER VARYING
CHARACTER VARYING
CHARACTER VARYING
TIME
DATE
TIMESTAMP
DATE
DATE
DATE
DATE
BIT
CHARACTER VARYING
CHARACTER VARYING

3) OWL Restrictions:
To preserve all information about ontological constraints,
this information is stored in Meta data tables. Every type of
restriction has its own table.
Rule 10: Some values from restriction maps to table
having columns, restriction class (this column points to the
table of the related restriction resource class), property
(includes the property concerned), domain class and range
class of property. All values from restriction maps to table
having columns, restriction class (this column points to the
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table of the related restriction resource class), property
(includes the property concerned), domain class and range
class of property. Has value restriction maps to table having
columns, restriction class (this column points to the table of
the related restriction resource class), oN property (includes
the property concerned), domain class and range class of
property. In case of “Has value Restriction” Meta data table, a
column “value” is added for storing the value of restricted
resource of related property.

Manchester. It has often been considered as important
ontology for learning basic concepts of ontology and OWL
language [18] and [19]. This ontology has been chosen
because pizzas are widely understood in all cultures or across
the world. The pizza ontology includes most of OWL
features. These ontology concepts are used to present main
components of pizza domain, as illustrated in fig 2. This
ontology has number of Object type properties, data type
properties and their sub properties, shown in fig 3 and 4.

Rule 11: Inverse functional property will be mapped to
unique constraint on the corresponding column. And required
Property will be mapped on the corresponding column as Not
Null Constraint.
IV.

EXPERIMENT

Number of experiments has been performed for ontology
to relational database transformation using OWLMap.
Different ontologies from multiple domains are presented to
our OWLMap tool for transformation. Experiments show that
proposed approach is fully automatic, effective and quick.
This approach is lossless as well and performs the
transformation successfully.

Fig. 3. Object type properties in pizza ontology

First, download the pizza ontology, explore it with the help
of Protégé and check its consistency by using reasonor. Next,
with the help of Jena API, extract all the information about
ontological constructs e.g. classes, sub classes, object
properties, data type properties, their domain and range, data
types, restrictions etc. according to mapping algorithm.

Fig. 4. Data type properties in pizza ontology

Fig. 2. Class hierarchy available in pizza ontology

In this section, we have presented automatic
transformation process taking famous “Pizza Ontology” as an
input. Pizza ontology is downloaded from standard Website of
Stanford University. Pizza ontology is developed at

In the next step, choose SQL Server 2008 R2 to store this
information in relational database format. Database is created
and connection with the database is established. Then
implement defined mapping rules to transform ontology into
relational database format. According to rule 1, transform all
ontology classes into tables in RDB and class name become
table name, assign a primary key as shown in fig 5. A table
that relates to subclass is assigned a primary key and a foreign
key that reference to its “Super table” (one to one relationship
between tables in relational database) as shown in fig 6.
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In fig 7, “Has Spiciness” is functional property and has
specified “Spiciness” class as domain and range of this
property. The object type property transforms to a foreign key
in the table. That table represents a class specified as the
domain of the object property. In fig 8, the key that reference
the primary key in the table is related to the class specified as
the range of object property. We have transformed object type
property that is “inverse functional” and single valued into a
foreign key.

Fig. 6. Conversion of ontology subclass into table in RDB

Fig. 5. Conversion of ontology classes into tables in RDB

Fig 6, explains the one to one relationship between class
and its related subclass. In Pizza ontology “Pizza class” is
constructed as subclass of “food class”. So when Pizza class is
transformed into relational database format, a Pizza table is
created with one to one relation to its super class table called
Food. This mapping rule is applied in all association classes
while transforming into relational database format.
After mapping classes and subclasses into relational
database format, transformed object type properties according
to defined mapping rules. According to mapping rules,
transform single valued and functional object type property
into foreign key in the table that relates to domain of object
type property and this key reference to primary key in the
table that relates to the range class of object type property as
illustrated in fig 7 and 8.

Fig. 7. Functional object type property in pizza ontology

The table that relates to range class of object type property
and this key reference to primary key in the table that relates
to domain of object type property as illustrated in fig 9 and 10.
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Fig. 8. Transformation of single valued and functional object property

In fig 9, “is Base of” object type property is inverse of “has
Base” object type property. If object property has sub
properties e.g. “has Ingredient” has two sub properties “has
Base” and “has Topping’ then super property maps to a table
in relational database and its sub properties maps to a column
in corresponding table as shown in fig 11.

Fig. 10. Conversion of object function property

After mapping object type properties, OWLMaptransfors
data type properties and their data types into relational data
base format. If data type property is single valued e.g. In Pizza
ontology “has Price” is a data type property and has specified
“Pizza” class as its domain and has data type “float”. In fig 12,
the property in ontology maps to a column in the table that
relates to the class specified as domain of data type property.
In table 1, the column data type which is specified as range of
data type property converted from XSD data type to SQL data
type. If data type property has sub properties e.g. in pizza
ontology “has Weight” data type property has sub property
“Less”, so this property maps to a table in relational database
and its sub properties maps to a column in related table as
shown in fig 13. While converting OWL ontology into
relational database format, we want to preserve all information
of ontological constraints. For this purpose we have saved this
information in special Meta data tables. Each type of
restriction has its own table as explained above in mapping
rules.

Fig. 9. Inverse functional and single valued object property
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Fig. 13. Conversion of data type property that is further divided into sub
properties

Fig. 11. Conversion of object type property that is further divided into sub
properties
Fig. 14. Meta data table “some values from restrictions” after conversion

Fig 14, shows some values from the restrictions are
mapped to table having columns restriction class (this column
points to the table of the related restriction resource class),
property (includes the property concerned), domain and
rRange. In case of “Has value Restriction” when we have
created Meta data table, a column “value” is added for storing
the value of restricted resource of related property.
V.

TESTING

To test the performance of OWLMap tool, ten different
ontologies have been taken from standard web site of Stanford
University. These ontologies have different sizes, and from
different domains. Testing of developed tool with different
types of ontologies increases its efficiency and reliability. In
table 1; some important specifications of our machines are
given. These components play vital role in process of testing.

Fig. 12. Conversion of single valued data type property and its data type

TABLE II.

MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS

Processor

CPU speed

OS

Memory

System type

Intel core i5

2.40GHz

Windows 7

4 GB

64 bit
operating
system

We have also observed the time required for conversion
from ontology to database by developed tool. It is observed
that conversion time is different for large and small
ontologies. For large ontologies, it takes about 25 seconds and
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for small ontologies it takes only 10 seconds in
transformation. In table 2, detailed information about sample
ontologies and their components are given. This information
plays an important role while testing of given approach. It
becomes very easy to check the efficiency of developed
tool by comparing this information.
TABLE III.

Sample
Ontology
Pizza
University
Camera

Trade
Travel
Event
Delegation
Education
Car
Advertisin
g
Wine
Db1
Docdb

DETAIL ABOUT SAMPLE ONTOLOGIES

Description
About pizza and
its components
About university
domain
About camera
and its
components
Define trade
system
Defines tourism
About event
handling
About
management
Defines education
domain
About car
advertising
About wine
components
About Library
system
About hospital

Numbe
r Of
Classes

Object
Type
Prope
rties

Data
Type
Prope
rties

Restri
ctions

>80

7

3

Yes

29

6

2

Yes

11

7

8

TABLE IV.

Converte
d
ontology
concepts

Classes

Subclass
es and
their
relation
ship

Pizza
Ontology

94%

Yes,
40%

98%

Yes, all

Edu
Ontology

100%

Yes,
60%

100%

Yes, all

Trade
Ontology

100%

Yes,
60%

98%

Yes, all

Null

98%

Yes,
60%

94%

Yes, all

Yes,
converted to
Metadata
tables

20

3

Event
Ontology

100%

Yes,
60%

60%

60%

Null

Delegatio
n
Ontology

96%

Yes,
60%

Yes, all

Yes,
converted to
Metadata
tables

Education
Ontology

100%

Yes,
60%

20%

70%

Null

Car
Advertisin
g
Ontology

100%

Null

100%

Yes, all

Wine
Ontology

98%

Yes,
40%

100%

Yes, all

Camera
Ontology

100%

Yes,
80%

100%

Yes, all

Object
propert
ies

Data type
properties
and their
data types

Yes
Travel
Ontology

>70

EVALUATION OF SUGGESTED TOOL WITH THE HELP OF
SAMPLE ONTOLOGY

No

33

6

4

Yes
No

>60

7

10

18

5

3

Yes

36

12

>30

No

10

3

8

No

>15

3

1

Yes

7

3

14

No

4

4

>10

No

100%

Restrictions

Yes,
converted to
Metadata
tables
Yes,
converted to
Metadata
tables

Null
Yes,
converted to
Metadata
tables
Yes,
converted to
Metadata
tables
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[5]

VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As the semantic Web is gaining importance, there is a need
of an efficient approach to map all ontology information into
relational database so that it can be queried easily. Therefore,
we have developed a tool OWLMap for automatic and lossless
transformation of ontology into relational database. This
transformation approach can map all the constructs of
ontology including “sub properties” that are not handled
before in any transformation approach. For lossless
transformation of ontology constructs into relational format,
mapping algorithm and rules are defined. According to these
mapping rules, ontology classes should be transformed into
tables, object type properties should be mapped into columns
or tables, data type properties should be mapped into columns
or tables according to mapping rules and restrictions must be
stored into meta data tables.
OWLMap can help in mapping ontological data into
relational databases that can be further utilized in different
applications. It is easy to access heterogeneous and distributed
information. This approach will play an important role in
Advance Querying / Query Optimization. Other benefits of
this approach are quick retrieval of data and schema
Integration. This approach is capable to automatically
transform most of ontology constructs into relational structure.
In future, it is required to transform some other ontological
information i.e. Class complements, comments, and
enumerated or intersection classes. Reflexive and Irreflexive
properties of OWL also need some attention in future.
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